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Central Michigan Intra-Area 32 Inventory-2017 

1. Do you currently have a service position? (Past or Present) 
 GSR/GSR Alternate __12__    DCM  __2___   Committee Member/Chair____2_ 
 Area Officer __3___   Delegate/Alternate Delegate _____   Guest__1___ 
 

2. How Often Do You Attend Area Assemblies? 
5-6 times per year __14___   3-4 times per year __3____    1-2 times per year___1__   
First Assembly_____ 
	

3. How long do you stay at Area Assemblies? 
Immediately after attending a committee meeting _____   Come to get 
literature/supplies only _____   Before lunch___1____   Immediately after 
lunch____1_    Shortly after lunch_____    Stay until the end__17___ 
 

4. How do you feel about the length of time/Agenda for Area 
Assemblies? 
Too long____3__     Too short_______     Too early in the morning____2_     The right 
length for disseminating the information needed___11__ 
 

5. How do you feel about the distances traveled to attend Area 
Assemblies? 
Too far for most of them__1___     A good mix of further distances with closer 
assemblies to my area__12__    I like to travel__1___     I hate to travel___1__   A 
centrally located area for every assembly would be great____4_ 
 

6. Why do you attend Area Assemblies? (Please check the PRIMARY 
REASON you attend) 
I come for the food/donuts_____     I come for the fellowship__2___     I come for 
literature/supplies for my home group__1___     I come for corrections 
material_____     I serve on a committee___2__     I hold a service position (past or 
present)___7__     I want to know what is going on in the Area/GSO etc.__4___      
To bring my group’s monetary donations to the area_____      To represent my 
home group’s voice___4__     Service__5___ 
 

7. Do you feel more connected to Alcoholics Anonymous and/or the 
General Service Office by your attendance at area assemblies? 
Yes__18___     No_____     Some of the time______ 
 

8. Do you feel more connected to CMIA 32 and/or your district by 
serving on a committee at Area 32? 
Yes____13_     No__2___    Some of the time__4___ 
 

9. Do you feel as if  the day, time and/or agenda of Area Assemblies 
should be changed? (Please check ALL that apply) 
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Start earlier in the day__2___     Have the business portion of the meeting 
first____3_   Have meetings quarterly___5__ Have meetings on a Saturday__4__ 
Eliminate roll call___6__ Eliminate the presentation of the concepts and 
traditions__5____ 
   

10. Do you feel as if  your concerns/questions are being answered 
as a result of the Area Assembly? 
Yes____7_     No___7__     Some of the time_____ 
 
 
Questions 11-15 are fi l l  in the blank-Please respond  
 

11.  If  you are part of an Area Committee, how do you feel about 
the information shared at your committee or the services being 
provided by your committee? 

 

 

12. If  you have attended a GSR meeting, how do you feel about the 
information shared at this meeting?  What information would you like 
to have shared at this meeting?  Does this meeting serve a purpose? 

 

 

 

13. Do you feel a better understanding of the concepts and 
traditions as a result of the presentations at the Area Assembly?  Do 
you feel as if  they need to be presented?  Do you feel as if  they could 
be presented in GSR meeting and serve the same purpose to the 
Assembly? 

 

 

14. Do you understand the financial aspects of CMIA 32?  Do you 
feel an understanding of how and why the money is spent?  How do 
you feel about the money being spent?  Do you like the way it  is 
allocated? 

 

 

15. Do you feel as if  the area committees are well represented?  
Would you like to see committees work together more often?  Would 
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you like to see a committee added or eliminated to the service at 
Area 32? 

 

 

 

By way of explanation, our assembly take a self-inventory every two years.  This 
biennial inventory is used to both confirm that the assembly is serving the Fellowship to 
your satisfaction, and just as importantly, to consider the areas and practices which the 
assembly might consider changing or modifying.  Any member is at liberty to complete 
an inventory questionnaire; however, the questionnaire is specifically directed to the 
individual General Service Representatives, the District Committee Members and the 
meeting groups in the Central Michigan Service Area. 

The CMIA Alternate Delegate distributes the inventory and collects and collates the 
inventory for a report to the assembly on the results.  This year, the results will be given 
to an ad-hoc committee that has been specifically formed to address any issues needed 
for changing or modifying of the assembly.   

Please make copies to groups in your service area.  It is important that the responses 
be legibly printed for easy reading.  Also important is that the responses be completed 
and returned at your earliest convenience.  I would like all responses be returned by 
July 15, 2017 to be included in the compilation of the results.  You may add additional 
sheets of paper to the inventory should you need to for your answers.   

Please keep in mind that this or any inventory are words on a page; nothing 
automatically changes as a function of this inventory.  The inventory, once completed 
will be summarized and given to the ad-hoc committee for consideration.  Any changes 
that may be considered will be taken to the assembly in the form of a motion for 
discussion and then a vote. 

Please respond with as much information as possible to the above questions.  We are 
striving to have CMIA 32 provide the best service to the Fellowship as a result of this 
inventory. 

 If you have questions/concerns or further comments, please contact Lori Conant; 
Alternate Delegate, Panel 67, Area 32 at (517)414-7662 or by emailing 
loriconant01@live.com or altdelegate@cmia32.org. 

The inventory will also be available on our website www.cmia32.org should you require 
additional copies. 

You can also mail them to me via snail mail at Lori Conant; 125 Hill Road; Michigan 
Center, MI  49254 

I look forward to seeing all responses to this inventory.  Thank you in advance for taking 
the time and effort to complete and return. 
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In Service, 

 

Lori Conant 

Alternate Delegate; Panel 67, Area 32   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


